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1. Soundcheck: 
Will take place between 19.00 and 20.00 (between 14.00 and 15.00 for a 
Saturday matinée). Put up your gear and get going; the soundcheck is NOT a 
practice. Most bands use our 4-channel wall-input but we have a separate 4-
channel mixer (Eurorack UB 802), as well as a BIG (Midas 24-channel) mixer. If 
you need the big one, we suggest you bring a friend to operate this as the 
bartender will be busy making you coffee. 
2. Gear: 
At Sound of Mu you will find 6 mics (Shure 57), 5 stands, 4 DI-boxes, loads of 
XLRs and the abovementioned mixers. Do not expect to find any jack leads 
(quarter-inch cables); being a professional you bring your own. 
3. Behaviour: 
As we are a small club one should always try to pack up the gear immediately 
after the show. Half a pint and a cigarette to come down is ok. Also you need to 
bring your gear out of Sound of Mu when you leave, as we have no room for 
storage. Special arrangements are negotiable for bands who come from outside 
Oslo. 
4. Money: 
As you get the door money uncut, bring a friend to handle the cover charge 
Operation, unless you wish to make it a free concert. We don’t offer free drinks 
but you can pay staff price on everything. I`m sure you all get the logic behind 
this rule. 
5. Other: 
Mostly our audience is very polite, as a matter of fact they sometimes are so god 
damn respectful that they don`t get up and buy a beer during the show. As the 
bands get the door money we obviously need to sell loads of beer. That`s why 
we encourage the artists to include a good ol` drinkin`-song in their set list. Or a 
break halfway through. Sound of Mu have no permission to let you bring any 
alcoholic drinks outside (neither out front nor into the back yard). 
Have a nice event in the white box! 
 


